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In the ninth inning of Game 7 of the 2001 World Series, Mariano Rivera took the pitchers 

mound for the New York Yankees, three outs away from bringing New York their fifth World Series 

Championship in six years. New York City was in dire need of something to celebrate as less than 

two months earlier, the city bared witness to arguably the most horrific terrorist attack ever on 

American soil.  

“An excited mob” formed on the infield minutes after Rivera entered the game against the 

Arizona Diamondbacks.1 But the mob between first and second base centered not around Rivera or 

any of his Yankee teammates, but instead, around Luis Gonzalez, the Diamondbacks left fielder, who 

singled home Jay Bell to give the Diamondbacks a walk-off victory and in turn, a championship.  

 The morning after the Yankees defeat, The New York Times’ George Vecsey wondered in his 

column, “The Bitter End:  Arizona Makes Some New History” if the “let-the-good-times-roll” 

ambiance of the Yankees would have existed if not for the tragedy on September 11. Vecsey 

additionally pondered if the need for diversion helped hype up the World Series.2  

 But the narrative of baseball being a diversion from society was not created during the World 

Series. Instead, merely days after September 11, in game recaps and columns, The New York Times 

kick-started the narrative of the Yankees being a diversion from reality. This narrative however was 

not the only way September 11 was infused into the Yankees’ coverage by the Times. 

 Initially, the Times emphasized how the Yankees served as a diversion and a sign of the city 

returning to some semblance of normalcy. But, as the Yankees regular season concluded, references 

to the attack became sparse. Instead, as the Yankees season winded down, the paper focused on the 

team’s recent struggles, injury concerns and looked ahead to the postseason. The Times’ narrative of 

baseball diverting New York City’s attention was nowhere to be seen.  

                                                
1 Buster Olney, “In Final Twist, New York Falls in Ninth,” The New York Times, November 5, 2001. 
2 George Vecsey, “Arizona Makes Series History Of Its Own,” The New York Times, November 5, 2001. 
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 It wasn’t though until midway through the Yankees’ playoff run when the Times began 

referring to September 11 frequently in Yankee-related stories again. As the Yankees made history, 

becoming the first team to come back from a two-zero deficit in the best three-out-of-five series 

against the Oakland Athletics, and eventually knocked off a Seattle Mariners team that has the best 

regular season record in baseball history, the Times began acknowledging how the Yankees were 

playing for something bigger than baseball; they were playing for a city.  

 September 11 was referenced as a diversion in New Yorkers’ lives in Yankee related stories 

once baseball returned to action, but it was during the Yankees’ postseason run that September 11 

was  referenced for a different purpose. As the Yankees were winning games, the notions of destiny 

and resilience were more commonly used.3 How The New York Times referred to the attack as a 

result, was very much dependant on how recent the story was published after September 11 and more 

importantly if the Yankees were winning games on the field. While the coverage initially focused on 

how they were a diversion for New Yorkers, the Times’ coverage throughout the postseason detailed 

the team as a unifying force in New York and across the country.4  

 

Returning to normalcy: the rise of patriotism off the diamond, then on it 

In the wake of September 11, New Yorkers were very concerned that another terrorist attack 

was on the horizon.5 Nevertheless, journalists wrote that while a possible additional attack may occur, 

New Yorkers must try and regain some normalcy in their lives.  

Such sentiments in journalism paralleled a similar rise of patriotism in society at large. 

Everywhere, flags, songs, ribbons, bumper stickers, and t-shirts, highlighted the rise of patriotism. 

                                                
3 George Vecsey, “The Mayor Was There For the Yanks,” The New York Times, November 6, 2001. 
4  Research Process Paragraph: The core research for this paper was conducted by going through The New York Times’ achieves 
from September 16 to November 6, 2001. I supplemented these articles with two Yankee-related books that discussed the 2001 season 
as well as various other scholarly articles discussing baseball’s role after September 11. I additionally watched an ESPN Film on Game 
3 of the 2001 World Series for research. These additional sources all helped me supplement the Times’ coverage of the team and 
provided useful context in my paper. From there I formulated my argument.  
5 Joesph A. Boscarino and Charles R. Figley and Richard E. Adams, “ Fear of Terrorism in New York After the September 11 Terrorist 
Attacks: Implications for Mental Health and Preparedness,” Int J Emerg Ment Health (2003): 200.  
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The outward display of patriotism, according to Azadeh F. Onsanloo, could be viewed as a “new 

focus of national interest,” aimed at unifying the country.6  

In many ways stadiums served as the ideal forum to display this rise in patriotism. The Star 

Spangled Banner had been played in stadiums since 1918, but after the destruction of the Twin 

Towers, it took on added meaning. American flag patches were sewn onto uniforms and hats. Fans 

waved American flags and games took moments of silence to pay tribute to those who died in the 

attack.7  

In New York, the Yankees and Mets both started wearing caps bearing acronyms for the New 

York Police Department and New York Fire Department. Players from both New York teams 

frequently went to gathering places across the city to support workers and families that had ties to the 

attack.8 For example, days after the attack, the Yankees visited the New York City Armory, a 

gathering place for families that had lost love ones. “I don’t know what to say,” Yankees center 

fielder Bernie Williams told one family he was trying to comfort. “But you look like you need a 

hug.”9 Such interactions were common as the Yankees understood that when baseball resumed after 

its week-long hiatus, they would inevitably become a symbol for the city.10 The Yankees return to 

action in many ways echoed John Updike’s remarks in The New Yorker in the wake of the attack. 

“Fly again we must,” Updike wrote.11 

Baseball in many was the perfect forum for an increase in patriotism and the Yankees quickly 

became one of the most important ways that the city expressed its strong, unified identity as it tried to 

return to its previous routine.  

                                                
6 Azadeh F. Osanloo, “Unburying Patriotism: Critical Lessons in Civics and Leadership Ten Years Later,” The High School Jounral 
(Fall 2011), 57. 
7 Howard M. Wasserman, “If You Build It, They Will Speak: Public Stadiums, Public Forums, and Free Speech,” NINE: A Journal of 
Baseball History and Culture 14:2 (2006), 21.  
8 Rebecca Kraus, “A Shelter in the Storm: Baseball Responds to September 11,” NINE: A Journal of Baseball History and Culture 12:1 
(2003), 92.  
9 Tom Verducci and Joe Torre, The Yankee Years (New York: Doubleday, 2009), 148.  
10 Buster Olney, The Last Night of the Yankee Dynasty (New York: Harper Collins, 2004), 10.  
11 John Updike, “Tuesday, and After,” New Yorker, September 24, 2001. 
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A distraction from one’s surroundings 

Life in America was put on an anxious hold after September 11.12 However, after just over a 

week, baseball returned to action, providing New York City, and the country as a whole with a 

diversion from reality. “During the time of national crisis,” Rebecca Kraus wrote, “baseball players- 

as well as other sports figures—assumed a role more commensurate with their real contributions to 

society.”13 But according to Kraus it was baseball more than any other sport, that bore the burden to 

heal the nation.14 

 AS the Yankees readied to return to play, many players were uneasy about the prospect of 

returning so soon after the attack. “The Yankees play baseball for a living and their desire to play is 

missing, replaced by an instinctive need to huddle with family and friends,” Buster Olney wrote on 

September 17, the day before the Yankees resumed action. Third baseman Scott Brosius added that 

while baseball was his job, he struggled reconciling the fact that he had to go out and compete in a 

mere baseball game. “Right now, it’s hard to think about having the same joy about hitting a home 

run,” Brosius said. “It’s pretty trivial.”15 But Brosius, like many of his teammates, did recognize that 

baseball had the potential to be therapeutic to many of its fans.  

 On the morning the Yankees were set to return to action, Olney wrote how the team was 

preparing not just for a baseball game against the Chicago White Sox, but also to restore some 

normalcy to their own lives, and the lives of others. “If anything, it gives people an option to watch 

something else, or pay attention to something else,” shortstop Derek Jeter said.16  

 References in The New York Times to September 11 were similar in many ways to Jeter’s 

remarks and Olney’s prose. While the Yankees would later have a magical mystique attached to 

                                                
12 Verducci, 146. 
13 Kraus, 96. 
14 Ibid, 96. 
15 Buster Olney, “Yankees Are Back Even If They’re Not,” The New York Times, September 17, 2001.  
16 Buster Olney, “Everything Is Different As Yanks Resume,” The New York Times, September 18, 2001. 
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them, the Times’ initial narrative instead focused on how the team’s return brought back a semblance 

of normalcy. “Everybody is ready to move on,” manager Joe Torre said after the Yankees first game 

against the White Sox. “And baseball is what we do. It’s a form of relief. If only for nine innings, 

nine loud and emotion innings.” That night fans chanted “USA” and said that they loved and prayed 

for New York. The result of the game was put on the backburner. 17 

 The attack on the Twin Towers continued to lead many of the Yankees’ game recaps from 

their first three game series. But when the Yankees traveled to Baltimore for their second series after 

the attack, there were almost no mentions of September 11. Instead, much of the focus from the 

Yankees’ three game set with the Orioles revolved around Orioles legend Cal Ripken Jr.’s retirement 

from baseball.18 

 But, as the Yankees prepared for their first game in the Bronx since September 11, the 

narrative of using baseball as a means to distract was again very prevalent. The headline of Olney’s 

game preview published on September 25 encapsulated the feelings of New Yorkers perfectly. 

“Yankees Back Home; A Lot Has Changed,” it stated.19 After the Yankees first game in the Bronx, a 

five to one win over the Tampa Bay Devil Rays, fans voiced just how much the return of baseball 

meant to them. “We’re just happy that baseball is starting up again,” Patrick Maly, a Metlife 

employee told The New York Times. “Everybody’s a little depressed.” Other fans echoed Maly’s 

sentiment. “I want to get out to scream and cheer and stuff like that. And I get to express it through 

the Yankees.”20 The Times even compared Yankee Stadium to a church in one of their columns 

published after the game.  

                                                
17 Buster Olney, “Triumph And Cheers Greet Yanks In Return,” The New York Times, September 19, 2001.  
18 Buster Olney, “Lacking Fizz, Yankees Forced to Hold the Bubbly,” The New York Times, September 23, 2001.  
19 Buster Olney, “Yankees Back Home; A Lot Has Changed,” The New York Times, September 25, 2001.  
20 Edward Wong, “Runs, Hits and Healing at Stadium,” The New York Times, September 26, 2001.  
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Baseball had a power to heal, and it drew people in. In many ways, the Yankees showed the 

world that Americans would slowly rise up and not live in fear.21  

 New York clinched their division that night, yet various pieces in the Times didn’t focus much 

on baseball. Instead the pregame ceremony and significance of the game led multiple articles. 

“Baseball with its leisurely place and everyday rhythm slowly returned things to normal and maybe 

even provided a small diversion to help bring the country closer to its normal bearings,” Tom 

Verducci wrote in his book, The Yankee Years.22 The Yankees return helped bring a sense of 

normalcy back to the city.  

That narrative was initially very prevalent in the Times, but after the Yankees concluded their 

initial two game series in the Bronx, the final ten games of the Yankees’ regular season evoked a 

different sense of normalcy. References to September 11 were few and far between, and instead the 

Times covered the team in a more normal manner, focusing on injuries, poor hitting, and question 

marks as the Yankees prepared for the postseason.  

 

Back to Baseball; Yankees’ struggles down the stretch drown out September 11 references 

On the morning after the Yankees’ third home game after September 11, the Times made no 

mention of the terrorist attacks or the ceremony from the days prior. Instead their gamer, “Ailing 

Yankees Limp Past Orioles,” discussed how banged up the Yankees were as they neared the 

postseason.23 

 Stories throughout the first week of October followed a similar tenor. After the Yankees’ 

victory against the White Sox on October 1, the gamer the following day did not talk about 

September 11, but instead emphasized that first baseman Nick Johnson became the fourth Yankee 

                                                
21 Ibid.  
22 Verducci, 149.  
23 Buster Olney, “Ailing Yanks Limp Past the Orioles,” The New York Times, September 29, 2001.  
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player to get injured in as many games.24 A story published October 6, noted how pitcher Orlando 

Hernandez was recovering from an elbow injury.25 A column by Dave Anderson titled, “Can Ailing 

Yankees Win Another Series?” questioned if the Yankees could win a championship with all the 

uncertainty on their roster. Throughout the final ten days of the regular season, September 11 was 

seldom mentioned.26  

 As the Yankees opened postseason play, the various preview pieces from the Times continued 

to focus primarily on baseball. The initial narrative in the Times, that baseball marked a return to 

normalcy, was nowhere to be seen. Instead, the coverage of the Yankees was rather typical. 

 Olney’s playoff preview about the Yankees opening series against the Oakland Athletics 

focused on the Yankees’ injuries, and detailed how they could win the series.27 Game recaps after the 

first two games of the series, both Yankees home losses, focused entirely on the games as well. The 

first mention of any kind of miracle or magic in the Times’ coverage of the 2001 postseason was not 

even a reference to September 11. Instead to conclude his preview for Game 3 of the series, Olney 

wrote, “Undoubtedly, however, they will need some Maier magic to survive in Oakland,” referring to 

Jeffrey Maier, a fan who reached his glove over the right field wall to propel the Yankees during a 

playoff game in 1996.28  

 Thanks to stellar defense and timely hitting, the Yankees were able to knock off the Athletics 

twice in Oakland, setting up a winner-take-all game back in the Bronx.29 The Yankees were trying to 

become the first team to win a best-of-five series after dropping the first two games, while the 

Athletics were trying to end the Yankees’ dynasty. Game 5 was an important moment in Yankees 

history. But more importantly, after two road wins, for the first time in more than two weeks, the 

Times published various pieces discussing the Yankees in relation to September 11.  
                                                
24 The New York Times, “Johnson Joins Growing Roster of Ailing Yanks,” The New York Times, October 1, 2001.  
25 Buster Olney, “With the A’s Looming, Clemens Falters Again,” The New York Times, October 6, 2001. 
26 Dave Anderson, “Can Ailing Yankees Win Another Series?,” The New York Times, October 7, 2001.  
27 Buster Olney, “Yankees’ Road to Victory Is a Long, Slow Trip,” The New York Times, October 9, 2001.  
28 Buster Olney, “Yankees Get a Look at the Brink in Oakland,” The New York Times, October 13, 2001.  
29 Buster Olney, “Not Over Till It’s Over,” The New York Times, October 16, 2001.  
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A team of destiny: playing for something bigger than baseball 

The Yankees defeated the Athletics five to three in Game 5 and the Times’ coverage the next 

day, emphasized the importance of the moment in the wake of September 11. “This crowd roared for 

New York. It roared for baseball. It roared for roaring. It was in its own a way, as purely happy 

moment as this city has seen not just in five weeks, but in a long, long time,” the Times wrote.30 From 

hear on out, the Yankees connection to New York City became a major topic in the Times’ coverage 

of the team. 

 The Yankees next opponent was the Seattle Mariners. The Yankees won both games in 

Seattle and as they looked as if they could potentially win another championship, references to 

September 11 became more prominent. “It’s everywhere—people you run into on the street, they say, 

‘You’ve got to do it this year, you’ve got to,” Yankees first baseman Tino Martinez said. “Every year 

you’re motivated to win, but this year, it’s something extra.”31  

As the Yankees had more success, an increasing number of stories in the Times used quotes 

similar to Martinez’s. September 11 was again an integral part of the Yankees’ coverage in the press. 

“We feel very sad about what happened in New York,” Seattle slugger Edgar Martinez said. “If we 

weren’t playing the Yankees, I’d probably want the Yankees to win.”32 

 Baseball was beginning to heal the nation.33 After the Yankees won Game 5 of the ALCS, 

advancing New York to the World Series, Olney wrote that, “tonight [New York City] let out a lot of 

emotions.”34 As the Yankees were having more success, the team was described as on a miracle run, 

providing great joy to New York in the wake of September 11.  

                                                
30 The New York Times, “A New Bronx Cheer,” The New York Times, October 17, 2001.  
31 Nicholas Dawidoff, “It’s Still O.K. to Root Against the Yankees,” The Ne York Times, October 20, 2001.  
32 Ibid. 
33 Kraus, 96.  
34 Buster Olney, “Yankees Rout Marines by 12-3 And Win 4th Pennant in a Row,” The New York Times, October 23, 2001.  
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 As the Yankees waited to learn who their opponent in the World Series would be, the Times 

published multiple pieces that referenced the Yankees as healers in the wake of September 11. 

William Rhoden’s column, “A Deeper Appreciation” discussed how both players and fans felt an 

added “emotional drain” of pushing forward since September 11. Numerous Yankee players and 

coaches told reporters that they felt as if the team represented New York and wanted to provide fans 

with something to cheer about.35 

 Various columns were also written about fans of other teams who were rooting for the 

Yankees during the playoffs, hoping that New York could experience joy in the wake of the attack. 

“At a time like this, that’s not necessarily a bad thing to cheer for that New York attitude to come 

back,” Miles Crakow, a Dodgers fan said. “This year only.”36  

 The soothing power of the Yankees’ success seemed to be littered throughout Yankee-related 

stories. Alan Feuer’s story titled, “In City Primed to Hate Yankees, the Ground Zero Workers 

Demur,” discussed how an Arizona based rescue team would have been content with the Yankees 

knocking off their hometown Diamondbacks in the wake of September 11.37  

 The World Series opened in Arizona, where the Yankees would go onto lose the first two 

games. In both Yankees losses, September 11 was not mentioned; there was nothing miraculous 

about struggling to hit the Diamondbacks elite pitching staff. But Game 3 served as the best 

representative of the Yankees helping New York rebound post-September 11. Al Baker noted that at 

times during Game 3 Yankee Stadium resembled, “a security zone around an airport during 

wartime.” 38 Other stories after the game described it as the “safest place in America.”39 The reason 

though for all the added safety was that President George Bush threw out the first pitch of Game 3. 

“The gravity of the moment never really hit me until I walked out of the first step of the dugout,” 

                                                
35 William Rhoden, “A Deeper Appreciation,” The New York Times, October 24, 2001.  
36 Dan Barry, “A Truce: Legions of Yankee Haters Are Temporary Rooters,” The New York Times, October 25, 2001.  
37 Alan Feuer, “In City Primed to Hate Yankees, the Ground Zero Workers Demur,” The New York Times, October 28, 2001.  
38 Al Baker, “Precautions Turn House That Ruth Built Into the Fortress That Bush Visited,” The New York Times, October 31, 2001.  
39 George Vecsey, “Visitors Are Imperfect In a Perfect Setting,” The New York Times, October 31, 2001.  
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President George Bush said in the film “First Pitch.” “Standing on the mound at Yankee Stadium was 

by far the most nervous moment of my presidency.”40 Bush walked out onto the mound wearing an 

NYFD windbreaker and became the first president in 45 years to throw out the first pitch at a World 

Series game. The moment crystallized the Times’ narrative that the Yankees were playing for 

something more than just baseball; they were playing for America and they were a team of destiny. 

 The Yankees won all three games at home in the 2001World Series. Various Diamondbacks 

openly discussed the unique mystique and aura of the three games in the Bronx. In the Times, 

countless letters to the editors were published noting how the Yankees did far more than just win 

baseball games. “We keep telling ourselves rightly that they are only grown men playing a children’s 

game…And athletic triumphs cannot possibly be divine consolation prizes for Sept. 11,” Alan 

Tonelson, a fan, wrote to the paper in early November. “Yet the Yankees have done more than 

simply life the city’s sprits. They have reminded us that excellence and determination and faith live 

on, and that their power to exhilarate endures.”41 

 The Yankees though had to return to Arizona, and much to the chagrin of the team and their 

fans, the New York magic did not travel well. The Yankees were blown out in Game 6, fourteen to 

one. In Game 7, the Yankees led two to one in the bottom of the ninth inning, a mere three outs from 

winning their fifth title in six years, but as various stories in the Times noted the next day, the 

Diamondbacks harnessed some of the Yankees’ resilient attitude and won Game 7, two to one.42  

 No matter the Yankees’ final result though, the Yankees’ playoff success correlated in the rise 

of September 11 referances in The New York Times’ coverage. As the Yankees won more games, the 

healing power of sports became a more prevailing narrative, trumping the initial narrative that merely 

focused on providing New Yorkers with a diversion. “They gave us a great October,” Mayor Rudolph 

                                                
40 First Pitch. Directed by Angus Wall.  (2015; Los Angeles, CA: ESPN 30 for 30 Shorts, 2005), TV. 
41Alan Tonelson, “What These Yankees Have Done for Us,” The New York Time, November 3, 2001.  
42 George Vecsey, “Arizona Makes Some New History,” The New York Times, November 5, 2001.  
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Guliani said. “They were a symbol. They never give up. They were out of it, and they came back. 

They are still champions.”43  

 The Yankees run to the World Series not only saw a rise in references to September 11, but 

also framed the team’s run as a symbol of resilience and an example of the relentless spirit that the 

city possessed. They were portrayed as New York’s team and America’s team. While initially in the 

wake of the attack, the Yankees were merely a diversion, they soon as evidence by the Times’ 

reporting became a means to bring people together, to cheer, and to experience joy.  

 

Conclusion 

Referring to the power of sports, former Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice said, “At times 

of national triumph, we rally around them in joy. At times of national tragedy, we rally around them 

to remember who we are.”44 The Yankees became something for Americans to rally around in the 

wake of September 11. Initially, the team was merely a diversion from reality. And when they 

struggled to close the regular season, they seemingly looked like a under-achieving baseball team that 

was bound to have a short postseason run. But as the Yankees postseason run continued, the team 

began to emerge as symbol for the city and country as a whole. As the team advanced, The New York 

Times began to reference September 11 more frequently, solidifying the narrative of the team being a 

unifying presence for New York and America. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
43 Ibid. 
44 Wall, First Pitch.  
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